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 Child Development 
1.- Parenting Styles, Attachment and Consequences for Children’s Development 

 
The parent-child relationship is a significant one from the evolutionary,          

developmental, cognitive and emotional points of view. It affects the child’s survival and             
adaptation to the world, and influences the child’s future cognitive, social and emotional             

behavior. I will attempt to summarize Ainsworth’s and Baumrind’s models of attachment            

and parenting style and describe some of the theoretical and observed consequences            
within each approach. Subsequently, I will discuss relative differences and similarities           

between the two approaches. 
According to Bowlby and later Ainsworth, the proximity instinct or security feeling            

is formed during childhood and tends to shape the individual’s construction of future             

relationships. Based on this premise and through her research, Ainsworth hypothesized           
that some parenting styles determine either secure or insecure infants. She developed a             

technique to measure the attachment patterns in the parent-child relationship, called the            
Strange Situation experiment. She found 3 basic patterns of how children deal with             

distress: a) Avoidant: mother generally does not respond to child’s signals, is            

consistently unavailable, shows little affect, somewhat indifferent, b) Secure: mother          
responds to signals, child is able to separate and explore, mother provides a safe              

environment for child to make mistakes and overcome obstacles, mother gives           
feedback and restores emotional equilibrium when child is in distress, and c)            

Ambivalent: mother offers erratic availability, she can be overbearing and intrusive, child            

does not feel safe to explore the world, he is anxious, uncomfortable with mother and               
strangers alike. 

These patterns have direct consequences on the child’s self-esteem. Securely          
attached children show higher self-esteem than insecurely attached children. Also,          

depending on these patterns children form internal working models on which they will             

base their future social interactions. 
The competent infant is able to establish an effectively positive relationship with            

its caregiver, being active and effective in finding comfort when needed and using the              
caregiver as a secure base for exploring and mastering the world; confronts problems             

enthusiastically and persistently; functions in a more independent way and at the same             
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time can secure caregiver resources when needed. The secure child shows           

ego-resilience and the ability to respond flexibly and resourcefully. According to           
Ainsworth, the secure attachment pattern does not depend and is not directly related to              

emotional warmth and affection. Rather, it is a result of the caregiver being emotionally              
available to the child in the moments that he needs it. 

The different attachment patterns seem to have long-term consequences in the           

individual’s mental health. Nevertheless, in different studies it was found that, although            
the child’s attachment relationship plays an important role in the development of            

psychopathology - insecurely attached males show more psychopathology than         
securely attached males - the child is neither made invulnerable by an early secure              

attachment nor condemned to psychopathology by an insecure attachment. 

The other major approach to patterns of parenting is Diana Baumrind’s model.            
Baumrind’s proposition of parenting styles was based on Baldwin general factors, which            

determined how parent-child relations influence the child’s socialization process. These          
factors are control, which refers to the dimension of permissiveness in the relationship,             

and democracy, defined as the amount of openness of communication between parent            

and child. 
Baumrind was interested in studying the relationship between several patterns of           

parental behavior and children’s success in adapting to their everyday activities. Her            
model on different parenting styles is based on the combination of 4 dimensions of the               

child rearing behavior, including; parental control, clarity of parent-child communication          

(democracy), maturity demands, and nurturance. Derived from these combinations she          
suggested three main patterns: a)Authoritarian parents, whose children tend to be           

withdrawn, show little vitality and eagerness, are generally shy and uneasy around            
peers, and display a lack of motivation and hostility, b) Authoritative parents, whose             

children tend to be self-assertive, independent, friendly with peers, cooperative, show           

intellectual enjoyment and a strong motivation toward achievement, and c) Permissive           
parents whose children tend to lack self-reliance, vitality and self-control, but are            

positive in their moods. 
Among the parenting patterns, it seems that the optimal parenting cluster           

combines high acceptance and warmth with a firm control from the parental figure. In              
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relation to these parenting styles consequences on behavior, it has been shown that             

when parents and children, especially adolescents are jointly involved in making           
decisions that affect the children’s lives, the children have better self-regulation and            

impulse control. 
Despite certain differences between Ainsworth’s attachment patterns and        

Baumrind’s parenting styles, both models have some aspects in common. Both           

approaches have as central premises the assumption that responsive parents provide a            
secure base and allow the child to develop in a healthier way than indifferent or overly                

permissive parents. Ainsworth’s securely attached children are similar to Baumrind’s          
children from authoritative parenting styles, in being competent, non-aggressive,         

self-reliant, sociable, flexible, resourceful, able to explore, enthusiastic and motivated          

toward achievement. Likewise, Ainsworth’s insecurely attached children are similar to          
children of authoritarian and permissive parenting styles in being apathetic, intellectually           

and socially ineffective, dependent, showing difficulties in self-control, aggressive,         
hostile, anxious and exhibiting mood fluctuations. 

Similarly, both models take into account the emotional aspect of the parent-child            

relationship. They stress the importance of nurturance, affective communication and          
sharing as a definite determinant in the parenting style. Furthermore, both models            

attempt to explain individual differences and long-term consequences in cognitive,          
emotional and social behavior depending upon the child’s relationship with the mother            

or caregiver. Concurrently, neither approach considers the constitutional and hereditary          

factors as a major influence in the child’s rearing and the parenting style, placing the               
weight on the environmental factors and dismissing the infant’s temperament effect on            

the parent-child relationship.  
Although Ainsworth’s and Baumrind’s models share common aspects, there are           

differences and contrasting aspects between them. 

Ainsworth’s approach assumes that the parent’s behavior has a one-way causal           
effect on the child, with no significant reciprocal feedback from the child, that is, it               

considers only a causal direction in favor of the parent’s influence upon the child.              
Baumrind’s approach is based on the concept of reciprocity and complementarity           

between parent and child, considering the child’s perspective on the relationship as well             
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as the parent’s perspective on the relationship. Ainsworth’s view is unilateral, whereas            

Baumrind’s view is bi-directional, as parent and child influence each other. 
Another major difference between the models is that Ainsworth’s attachment          

patterns can be acquired only in the earlier stages of the child’s development, since              
attachment begins from the moment the child is born. Whereas Baumrind’s parenting            

style is a long-term process of relationship and negotiation between parent and child. It              

is defined later in the developmental stages, and it requires the participation of the child               
in relation to his maturity demands. In other words, Baumrind’s parenting styles are             

evident only when children grow older and progressively more skillful in negotiating            
rules with their parents, because the model is based on the child’s understanding of              

parental authority and his reasoning and cognitive maturity.  

Along the same lines, Ainsworth’s approach emphasizes the affective aspect of           
the parent-child relationship, whereas Baumrind’s emphasis is on the degree of           

nurturance and warmth as well as on the cognitive, maturation and social responsibility             
in establishing the meaning of parent-child exchange. Baumrind takes into account the            

role of emotions and the socialization process of the child. 

Lastly, Ainsworth’s view has been criticized for focusing too much on the role of              
the primary caregiver and not considering other meaningful relationships in the child’s            

life, as opposed to Baumrind’s view, which gives credit to the role of the family as a                 
whole and the influence of both parents and other authority figures on the child rearing. 

In sum, Ainsworth’s and Baumrind’s approaches are different attempts to explain           

parenting styles and their consequences in the child’s future behavior, simultaneously           
contrasting and complementing each other in their description.  
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2.- Social Cognition, Behavior and Reputation 

 
Several authors have suggested that individual differences in children’s         

retaliatory aggressive behavior may be related to differences in social cognitive skills. In             
an attempt to explain this and other relationships that occur with aggressive and             

rejected boys, I will describe various studies that discuss the social-cognitive biases of             

aggressive children, the role of peer reputation, and the relationship between           
social-cognition and emotion. 

Dodge’s studies (1980) on aggressive children are based on the premise that            
children who are deficient in the way they process social information may have             

difficulties in behaving competently with peers, which, in turn, may lead them to be              

viewed negatively by the peer group. Indeed, the single best predictor of peer rejection              
is verbal and physical aggression.  

Dodge’s study was conducted with children from 2nd, 4th and 6th grade,            
following Piaget’s cognitive development theory in which children over 7 years old are             

able to focus on the intentions of the behavior as well as its consequences of it. The                 

study was conducted with aggressive and nonaggressive boys who were exposed to a             
frustrating negative outcome which was instigated by an unknown peer who had acted             

with either a hostile intent, a benign intent or an ambiguous intent. In this study, the                
results show that aggressive children respond to ambiguous-intention situations with          

aggression because they infer a hostile intention. When the intention of the peer             

remains ambiguous, aggressive boys react as if the peer had acted with hostile intent,              
that is, with aggression, while nonaggressive boys behave as if the peer had acted              

benignly, that is, by refraining from aggression. In a follow up study done by Dodge               
(1980), the attributions these children made in negative outcome ambiguous          

circumstances were assessed. The children were told hypothetical stories or episodes           

to which they were asked to attribute reasons for a negative outcome and their probable               
behavioral responses in those situations. It was found that aggressive boys are            

relatively more likely to attribute a hostile intention to the peer, to expect continued              
aggression from the peer, and to mistrust the peer. 
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These studies suggest that, not only do aggressive children behave differently in            

ambiguous situations but also, the role of peer reputation plays a determinant role in              
the attribution and behavior of peers toward aggressive children. It seems that            

aggressive children were more often the target of aggression and peers expected more             
aggression from them.  

Therefore, a cyclical relationship between attributions and aggressive behavior in          

these children’s situation is established. When an aggressive boy attributes a hostile            
intention to a peer in an unclear situation, this confirms his belief of a peer’s hostility                

toward him. Consequently, he might retaliate against the peer, who becomes the            
recipient of a negative outcome and attributes hostile intentions to the aggressive child.             

This confirms the peer’s view of the child as aggressive and increases the probabilities              

of behaving aggressively against the child and even rejecting him. This cycle can turn              
into a self-perpetuating spiral of aggressive attributions, hostile behaviors and social           

rejection. 
In another study, by Dodge and Frame (1982), the relationship between           

social-cognitive biases and deficits and aggressive behavior was examined. Since          

earlier studies showed how aggressive children tended to overattribute hostile intentions           
to peers, Dodge and Frame wanted to determine whether the attributional bias of             

aggressive boys represented an expectation that peers will act with hostile intent toward             
all others (cynical view), or an expectation that peers will act with hostile intent only               

toward them (paranoid view). It was found that the attributional bias in aggressive boys              

was limited to circumstances in which actions and outcomes were directed at the             
aggressive boy, which was interpreted as a paranoid view on the part of the aggressive               

boys. But are these boys really paranoid? It seems that they are much more aggressive               
toward their peers but at the same time they are much more likely to be the recipient of                  

aggression. Therefore, their collective expectancy that peers will be biased in being            

aggressive towards them is consistent with their experience. At the same time, although             
they are the target of aggressive behavior by their peers, there is an imbalance in the                

proportion of aggression that they give, that is, they initiate many more aggressive acts              
than they receive. This is consistent with the vicious, spiral cycle that the aggressive              

boys are caught up in. 
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In the same study by Dodge and Frame (1982), it was found that, contrary to the                

belief that the attributional bias of aggressive boys was the result of a selective attention               
to hostile stimulus cues, both aggressive and nonaggressive groups of boys           

demonstrated a bias toward the selective recall of hostile cues over benevolent cues.             
This suggests that selective attention can contribute to the attributional bias toward a             

peer’s hostile behavior, but is not the sole determinant of the aggressive behavior in              

boys. 
In a follow up study by Dodge and Somberg (1987), it was hypothesized that               

the biases and deficits of aggressive boys would be exaggerated under conditions of             
social anxiety and threat, based on the idea that children who are least skilled at               

detecting others’ intentions are most vulnerable to decrements in performance under           

threatening conditions. It was found that aggressive boys have different patterns of            
processing social information than nonaggressive boys. Also, they are relatively biased           

toward attributing hostile intentions to peers, they make inaccurate interpretations of           
social cues in threatening environmental conditions, and they show a deficit in linking             

interpretations to behavioral responses. 

Therefore, a relationship can be established between social reasoning and          
emotions. Nonaggressive children who experience threat and anxiety can become          

cognitively disorganized, but understand a certain correlation between the reasoning          
and the expected behavior. Conversely, it seems that aggressive children in threatening            

and anxious situations can become disorganized in a more pervasive way, presenting a             

lack of coherence in their cognition and a random connection between social reasoning             
and the expected behavior. 

In connection to these findings, it has been found that children who experience             
negative peer reputation and are unpopular among peers are more likely than popular             

children to attribute successes to external causes and failures to internal causes. It             

seems, then that peer status and social effectiveness are related to different            
attributional styles, even though it is not clear if these differences precede or are the               

result of the acquisition of peer status and reputation. 
In addition to the negative effects of peer status on the interpretation of social              

cues, the response to interpersonal dilemmas, and the biased attribution to others, once             
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the reputation of the child is established among peers, change in behavior becomes             

more difficult because of the tendency to perpetuate the child’s status. The            
expectancies of peers, teachers and parents of the child to behave aggressively and act              

with hostility make change difficult to achieve. The assumption is that negative            
intentions and behavior will be attributed to the aggressive child more often than             

positive ones. It is important to create awareness in the child’s environment to be able               

to change these assumptions and work with members of the system in order to break               
the repetitive cycle in which the child is functioning. 

In sum, various studies have shown that children who develop aggressive styles            
of social interaction are caught up in a vicious cycle of attributional biases, inaccurate              

interpretation of cues and negative peer reputation, that makes change difficult.           

Although the data does not explain how children initially become aggressive, it suggest             
the ways in which the defensive aggressive behavior is maintained and strengthened.   
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3.- Developmental Psychopathology 

 
In following the continuum of the developmental stages through the life span, it is              

notable the outcome differences in each individual from childhood into adulthood. These            
differences are even more striking when similar individuals come from similar           

backgrounds, experience similar situations in childhood and end up having very distinct            

lives as adults, some better and some worse. In recent literature, various risk and              
protective factors have been found to make these differences. These factors are            

especially influential during childhood and can be critical determinants in the           
development of the child as more or less problematic adulthood. A 30-year longitudinal             

study done by Emmy Werner, in the island of Kauai in 1955, followed developmentally              

698 infants at one, 2, 10, 18 and 31 years of age. They were especially interested in                 
high risk children who, in spite of exposure to various risk factors, that will be mentioned                

later on, went on to develop healthy personalities, stable careers and strong            
interpersonal relations. The results of the study suggests that the major contribution to             

the resilience of these children were, what they called, the protective factors.  

From the study population, 201 individuals (30% of the surviving children in the             
study) were designated “vulnerable” or high risk children. Some of the risk factors             

considered when evaluating these children were: moderate to severe perinatal stress,           
grew up in chronic poverty, had parents with no more than eight grades of formal               

education, lived in family environments with discord, divorce, parental mental illness or            

alcoholism.  
The results of the study suggested that out of the 201 children that were              

considered high risk, and were expected to develop into problematic and unhealthy            
adults, one third of these individuals (72 children) grew into competent and healthy             

adults, even though the rest of the group (two thirds) did develop serious learning              

problems, had delinquency records and mental health problems. It is important to note             
that out of the original population of 698 children, 12 died before the age of 2 because                 

of severe perinatal complications.  
An example of this phenomenon can be illustrated in one of the children from the               

Kauai study, Michael, born prematurely to teen-age parents, who spent his first 3 weeks              
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of life in the hospital and was separated from his father for 2 years. Later on, his parents                  

were divorced and subsequently his mother abandoned him and his 3 siblings. But             
when Michael grew up he became an individual with good values, high self-esteem,             

successful in high school and with a fairly stable life. He seemed to have become               
resilient to adversity and have overcome his circumstances. 

One interesting aspect of the study was that as the experimenters followed these             

high risk children from birth on, they found that usually the impact of the prenatal and                
perinatal stress was diffused with time and the quality of the rearing environment was              

more influential in the developmental outcome, that is, the better the quality of the home               
environment, the more competence the children displayed. 

In addition to the good quality of the child’s environment there are various             

protective factors that these children seemed to have in common and that were able to               
change the outcome of their development. These factors can be located within the             

individual, in the family circle and/or outside the family. They include: constitutional            
factors, related to the temperamental and characterological traits from birth; being able            

to form positive emotional relationships with adults, either a parent or another adult with              

whom a meaningful attachment bond is established; the tendency to be well liked by              
their peers, teachers, siblings, have a high degree of sociability and popularity; having             

an area in their lives where they can excel, being able to use a talent effectively, having                 
some kind of achievement, that is, have a pocket of success; being alert, responsive,              

seek out novel experiences and ask for help when needed; having a special hobby, not               

narrowly sex-typed, and participate in extra-curricular activities; the tendency to come           
from small families, no more than 4 siblings and with 2 or more years of spacing                

between siblings; and finally, being able to have a good sense of humor, smile              
frequently and having a sense of proportion (“Woody Allen” factor). 

Looking at protective factors in relation to gender issues, it seems that resilient             

girls usually came from families where mothers were employed and where these girls             
had to take care of their younger siblings, under 6 years of age. Similarly, resilient boys                

seemed to be first born in the family, had a typical male role model in their lives and had                   
a fair amount of structured chores at home, which gave them more responsibilities in              

the family. 
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Rutter’s (1985) findings on protective factors draw some light on how they            

operate and the work to be leading events to the resilience in the face of adversity. He                 
concludes that many protective influences operate through their effects, on chain           

reactions over time, that is, they are long-term influences that can only be seen over               
time. Another characteristic is that these factors operate differently, depending on           

individual differences, that is, personal differences are important and temperamental          

features are influential through their impact on social relationships. Another          
consideration is that, according to Rutter, the infancy years are not determinative            

because behavior is context-related and influenced by it, and because temperamental           
features are influential and so are the cognitive processes and the social interactions. 

It seems that the promotion of resilience does not lie in an avoidance of stress,               

but rather in dealing with stress in a way that allows self-confidence and social              
competence. The most important event in a child’s life in order for him to be resilient to                 

the high risk environment that he is in, is to have at least one person in his life who                   
accepts him unconditionally, regardless of temperamental characteristics or physical or          

mental handicaps. 
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4.- Interactions in Affect and Cognition 

 
Until recently, the cognition-emotion dyad was viewed as an unilateral and           

unidirectional relationship. Cognition was the main determinant of behavior and affect           
was only a secondary variable that colored the cognitive functioning. According to            

Piaget, the affect is like the gasoline that activates a car, while the cognition is the                

engine that has the energy to make the car go in a given direction. It was assumed that                  
emotions could not affect underlying developmental stages of cognition and the           

organization and shape of the child’s system. 
In recent times, studies on emotion have shown that affect has a major influence              

on cognitive functioning and vice-versa. The relationship between cognition and affect is            

bi-directional and reciprocal. One illustration of this statement is when looking at            
Ainsworth’s attachment patterns. Evidence supports the idea that children who are           

securely attached are more willing and capable to explore the world around them, thus              
stimulate their cognitive development and understanding. Another example is regarding          

the affective tone in the family, that is the emotional quality in the relationship between               

mother and child. It seems that, if controlling other variables such as mother’s             
intelligence, socio-economic status and child’s mental ability, the affective relationship          

can be predictive of the child’s school achievement at age 12. Children who came from               
families with positive tone affect were able to have more task persistence and were              

more socially confident, able to use the adults in a resourceful and effective way. 

In addition, existing evidence on emotional development and cognitive stages in           
infancy consistently supports the hypothesis that there is a cognitive-affective          

correspondence in children’s developmental stages. The appearance of new signs of           
emotional development seems to occur at the same period of age as norms that specify               

a new cognitive stage. 

To illustrate one important way in which cognition and affect can interact, the             
study done by Hoffman (1975) will be used. He attempted to explore a person’s              

empathic response to another person’s distress, interacting with his cognitive sense of            
the other person. Hoffman was looking at possible intrinsic altruistic motivation to help             

another person. He defined empathic distress as an involuntary, at times forceful            
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experiencing of another person’s painful emotional state, that may be elicited by            

expressive cues that reflect the other’s feeling or other cues that convey the impact of               
external events on him. 

Hoffman concluded that a person’s cognitive sense of the other can determine            
the meaning of his affective response to cues about the other’s inner states. Therefore,              

in the developmental stages when a child acquires a sense of the other as separate               

from himself, he is able to discriminate the other person’s experience of distress as              
separate from his own pain. Child is able to have a sympathetic concern for the victim,                

an empathic distress. Moreover, with further cognitive development the person may be            
able to understand the plight of an entire group or class of people, like the politically                

oppressed, impoverished people, victims of war or mentally retarded individuals. 

Hoffman’s study about empathic distress evidences how affect and cognition          
interact, understanding human behavior in a more complex way. It can be inferred that              

all distress experiences may be presumed to have a common affective core, and this,              
together with the individual’s cognitive capabilities at a certain age provide the requisites             

for a generalized empathic distress. 

In sum, cognitive achievements are necessary for emotional experience, and at           
the same time, emotional experiences are necessary for cognitive growth. In addition, it             

seems that the quality of early relationships between child and caregiver have an impact              
on the emotional and cognitive development of the child. Moreover, the interaction            

between emotion and cognition continues through the life span and it influences the             

individual’s interpersonal relations and understanding of the world. 
 

 


